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Abstract 
Stand-alone photovoltaic (JW) systems typically depend on battery storage to supply power to 

the load when there.is cloudy weather or no sun. Reliable operation of the load is often 
dependent on battery performance. This paper presents test procedures for lead-acid batteries 
which identify initial battery preparation. battery capacity afier preparation, charge regulation 

set-points. and cycle life based on the operational characteristics of PV systems. 

In trod uction 
Photovoltaic (PV) systems generate clcctricity from the 
sun and may power diverse loads from a fraction of a 
watt to kilowatts. A typical stand-alone PV system 
will store the encrgy in batteries to power the load at 
night or during periods of minimal sun. Many of the 
cost effective applications for PV are in remote. 
environmentally harsh conditions. PV systems are 
also subject to seasonal changes in temperature and 
battery charging (dependent on solar resourcc). 
Traditionally PV system designers have had to draw 
on battery operating parameters from other 
applications siicli as motive or standby power systems. 

These applications have significantly diffcrent 
operational characteristics than PV systems. 

PV system designers and installers have reported that 
batteries in PV systems fypically fall shori of 
espcctations (capacity, cyclc life. etc.) when design 
parameters are used from otlier applications I I-SI. 
This mag not be a problcni with the battery itself. 
morc likclg, it is a problem \villi expectations and 
performance data uscd. Obtaining the optimum cycle 

life vs. cost and maintenance is the ultimate objective 
and rcquircs rcliablc battcry perforniance data for the 
application (61. Tlicrc is also a general lack of readily 
availablc information on how to charge and opcrate 
battcrics in PV ~ S ~ C I ~ I S  bascd on responses from a 

1992 sun’ey 171 and experience at lhe Photovoltaic 
Design Assistance Centcr at Sandia National 
Laboratories, Albuquerque, Ncw Mcsieo. 

Establishing the Test Procedures 
Experience and testing efforts regarding the use of 
batteries in photovoltaic systems at Sandia have shown 
the need to develop a process for characterizing 
batteries specifically for the PV application 18-ill. 
Sandia has begun an effort to establish a set of 
documented procedures to develop operating 
parameters for lead-acid batteries as they are used in 
PV systems. The procedures are for: 1) initialization 

of the battery, 2) determining appropriate battery 

capacity, 3) charge regulation set-points, and 4) cycle 
lifetime. While providing a guide for the initial 

specifications, t)iese procedures will also allow 
variations in operational parameters, system design 

philosophies and charge controller products. 

The information presented here is that of a working 
document, with procedures still under development. 
When the procedures are finalized any battery may be 
characterized for use in PV systems, thereby, 
excluding no battery or manufacturer from 
parlicipating in this expanding market (25% 
growthlyear (71). The tests may use a single set of 
parameters determined by the investigator (depth-of- 
discharge, charge rate, charge method, etc.) or 
variations of those parameters. Final detcnnination of 
acceptability of capacity or cycle lifetime are 
dcpendcnt on the designer’s decision based on results 
obtained. 

By following these procedures, the PV application 
specific battery specifications will allow PV system 
designers to compare operating performance of 
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vinually any battery undcr circumslances more closely 
related to actual PV operating characteristics. This 
will reduce PV system costs associated with guesswork 
on battery specifications and increase system reliability 

by the use of more accurate operating characteristics. 

The Photovoltaic Application 
Stand-alone PV systems are generally comprised of a 
PV array, systemlcharge controller. battery storage, 
and a load (device to be powered) as shown in Figure I 

[13]. The PV array generates current dependent on 
the intensity of the sun. Operating voltage is 
dependent on the internal resistance of the PV array 
(power source) and the battery state-of-charge. 
Generally speaking. the PV array may be considered a 
current device. Due to seasonal variations, PV system 
designers will design their system with the solar 
resource at the site based on tlie worst case scenario 
(low solar resource periods). As the seasons change. 
there will be an excess of power generated during peak 

solar resource periods and limitation of overcharging 
will be required. 

Figure 1, Basic PV System 

Therefore, when charging a battery in a PV system a 
voltage regulator, sometimes referred to as a charge 

controllcr, is lypicallg used to Iiniit battery voltage 
during the finishing charge. Limiting this overcharge 

is vital to the life of tlie battery and controlling 
maintenance intcnrals for battery watering IS]. 
Exlending battery life and minimizing batteT 
maintenance in remote appl idons  is necessary due lo 

the high cost of visiting remote sites (Le. $100’~ to 

$1,000’~ per visit). 

PV Svsfem Operatin2 Parameters 
Seasonal variations in solar resoiirce (charging) and 
temperature introduce significant variations from 
traditional ballcry recharge regimes. Motive power 
specialists may base qc l c  lifc on the anticipation of 
consistent deep cycling and full recharging. UPS 
spccialists design for extcndcd periods of float 

charging and occasional deep cycles, with immediate 
full recharge following a deep-cycle. These are the 
two applications that PV systems designers draw most 
of their operating parameters from. Both of these 
applications are qpically in controlled environments 
with established, predictable discharge and recharge 
scenarios. 

The PV system designer typically considers cycle life 
vs. depth-ofdischarge, percent of available overcharge 
available after each daily cycle, and seasonal 
temperature variations when designing the system. 
Cycle life is directly affected by all of these 
parameters. To ensure system reliability (battery 
capable of sustaining the load) a better understanding 
of how much these factors affect cycle life is required. 

Characteristics and Parameters Developed 
Through Testing 
To develop an understanding of how a battery will 
function in a PV system, the fundamental variables 
experienced in PV systems need to be examined. After 
gathering a functional knowledge base on how these 
characteristics are affected by the operating 
parameters, use of batteries in PV systems becomes 
more reliable and effective. 

Characteristics & parameters to be examined: 

e Initialization ofthe bnttery 
8 

8 Charge acceptance 

Percent ofovercharge required daily 

e Yoltage repJation (charge control) 

Initial capacity & system operating capacity 

Cycle Igie 

Initialization of the Battery 
How a battery is prepared for service is important to 

what the initial capacity will be and how the battery 
will perform once installed. Unlike .motive 

applications, where initial deep cycles and thorough 
recharging lakes place. batteries in PV systems are 
installed into a shallow cycle (occasional deep qcle) 
application without the plate fonnation benefits of 
initial dcep-cycling. Prcparation of a battery for PV 
systems should include an initial charge that is simple 
and within the capabilities of the average consumer. 

A procedure for initialization is necessary because of 
the remote nature of PV systems. The batteries may 
experience a significant intewal between delivery and 
installation resulting in significant selfdischarge. 
This problem can be resolved by establishing a 
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universal procedure to initialize the battery before PV 
installation. If manufacturer’s data is not available, 
presently acceptcd default parameters for charging 
(initializing) the battery prior to installation in a PV 
system will be developed here. 

Initial Capacity and Sys tem Operating 
Capacity 

As most batteries used in PV systems are originally 
designed for operation in other applications, (Le., 
motive. standby, etc.) the battety’s capacity is rated for 
use in that application. Each application has a 
different method for preparation and use of the battery. 
The capacity initially available from a battery (when 
properly charged) may vary between 80-100% of the 
normal rated capacity, depending on battery type and 
manufacturer process 17,Il. 121. 

Initial Copciiy is the term used here for the capacity 
derived from a battery after a single charge is applied 
to the battery upon receipt. Initial capacity will give a 
value indicative of available capacity without 
structured deepqcling (formation). Normally a 
battery will increase in capacity as it is cycled. 
However, laboratory data at Sandia and the Florida 
Solar Energy Center has shown that capacity will not 
increase above the initial capacity under typical PV 
system design parameters 18-12], Much of this is due 
to the limited time for recharge. low charge rates. the 
use of a charge controller and the controller’s set- 
points. 

Operoting Capacip is the actual available capacity 
given the PV system operating parameters. This value 

may vary from the initial capacity depending on the 
Charge controller’s voltage regulation (Vr) set-points 
and the system design. Vr set-points are often set at 

conservative values to reduce water loss and therefore 
extend mainleaance intenals at the expense of 
available capacity and cycle life. In the case of low Vr 
set-points, excessive sulfation and electrolyte 
stratification typically occur and have been shown to 

reduce cycle life 11 I]. 

Figurc 5 shows the initial capacity test at C/20 and the 
operating capacity at the Vr test rate (C/33) for a 
typical test just prior to the Vr test. I n  this case the 
capacities are fairly close, in other situations the 
difference niay be greater. It is also noticeable that the 
capacity lest at tlic end of the Vr test shows the battery 
capacity king sustained. 

3 

Charge Acceptance 

Charge acceptance during recharge (from daily 
discharge) and subsequent charge regulation period 
will vary depending on the health of the battery, state- 
of-charge, degree of sulfation, temperature, and charge 
rate. How much th is  charge acceptance changes with 
these variables is not clearly documented and is 
critical to determining how much overcharge the 
system may be capable of delivering. Many PV 
systems are designed using robust thick plate deep 
cycle batteries because of the increased cycle life 
quoted by the manufacturer. 

These test procedures will help in defining how battery 
design affects charge acceptance, battery capacity, and 
cycle life when PV system operating parameters are 
varied. 

Percent of Overcharge 

Most battery manufacturers have data available as to 
what percentage of overcharge is required to return 
their battery to a “full statesfcharge” from the 
previous discharge. Tests at the Florida Solar Energy 
Center 11 51 have shown the percentage of overcharge 
required to return to a full state-of-charge varies 
according to depth-ofdischarge and charge rate. PV 
systems have only a short period each day to fully 
recharge the battery and by adjusting the charge 
controller set-points the quantity of overcharge can be 
controlled. Overcharge is dependent on the PV array 
to load ratio and regulation voltage. As the 
overcharge is increased 50 does water consumption. In 
the end, the need for overcharge has to be balanced 
with the need to minimize water consumption. 

Figure 6 shows a set of overcharge data with various 
Vr set-points with a CY33 charge rate, 10% depth-of- 
discharge and constant voltage regulation on an 
absorbed glass matte VRLA battery. On the right side 
of the graph is a list of the Ah capacities measured at 
the end of each of the 20 cycles. These capacity tests 
were perfomied to 11.4 volts. The 65 Ah at i I .4 volts 
is equivalent to 80Ah to 10.5 volls as shown by the 
initial capacity test that was performed prior to the Vr 
tests. The 14.1 volt number is highlighted because it 
shows a lower level of overcharge while maintaining 

Llje liigliest capacity. 

The objective is to find a Vr setpoint that provides a 
stable and acceptable overcharge. With overcharge 
shown as increasing, we have reached a point of 
diminishing returns (11.2-14.4~). No additional 
capacity is available but we know we are exceeding the 
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electrolysis threshold and more water will be lost than 

at the lower Vr set-points. As batteries have known 
inefficiencies. a decreasing percentage shows we will 
eventually be entering into a deficit situation (13.8- 
14.0~).  This data provides us with reasonable 
knowledge that the 14.1 volts will minimize 
undercharging while limiting overcharging. 

Volfage Regulation (Vr) 
Because the charge controller is necessary to reduce 
overcharge during peak solar resource periods. it can 
be the most decisive component in determining how 
much recharge is provided to the battery. Most charge 
controllers are vollage controllcd and at the mercy of 
reading the battery voltage for state-of-charge 
information. When regulation begins (at Vr set point), 
the controller will begin to limit current or disconnect 
the PV entirely until a specific battery voltage (voltage 
regulation reconnect-Vrr) is reached. 1131. Vrr is the 
battery voltage at which charging is resumed. 
Subtracting Vrr from Vr will provide the voltage 
regulation hysterisis (Vrh). Vrh can be anywhere 

from 0-volts (constant potential) to 3-volts (oxdoff-type 
control). Vrh is @pically 0.8-1.0 volts for flooded 
lead-antimony batteries. 

Voltage regulation parameters (Vr & Vrh) must be 
determined prior to beginning the cycle life test as 
results will vary with different values. Therefore it is 
necessary to select a Vr based on previous experience 
with PV systems or perform the Vr setpoint test. 

Cycle Life 
Cycle life is one of the most important characteristics 
when selecting a battery for a PV system. The cycle 

life data presently available has proven to be 
reasonable in PV systems when the batteries are fully 
recharged 181. However. battery manufacturer's cycle 
life data are derived from conditions that result in 
excessive watering of the batteries. If charging is 
reduced to levels at wliich wafer loss is mininiiid for 
PV systems, then battery cycle life becomes 
questionable. 

Charging batteries to a "less than full" state may 
actually extend or reduce battcry cycle life. Testing at 
Sandia has shown that tlicre is an optimum niiddle 
ground bctween over and undcrcharging in which 
cycle life and mainlenance intends can be exlcnded a1 
the cost of available battery capacity. 

Cycle life will be determined based on the specific 

system dcsign parameters chosen for the test. Cycle 
4 

life is presently defined in this effort as the inability of 
the battery to deliver 50% of the initial capacity during 
periods when hll  recharge is available (using initial 

capacity tests as reference). 

Proposed Test Procedures 
Sandia is part of an effort to establish a set of 
repeatable documented procedures that will allow an 
economical simulation of PV operating conditions. 
These procedures will put the battery into conditions 
similar to those experienced in actual PV systems. 
These tests are being developed through a group effort 
comprised of battery manufacturers, PV system 
designers, Florida Solar Energy Center, and Sandia. 
At this point the procedures appear fairly solid, 
yielding the type of information desired. Figure 2 
shows a flow chart of all of the procedures in the series 
presently in use. 

Figure 2, Flowchart of Test Procedures 

+ 
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This infonnntion is presented as n working docuntenl 

to expose the nuances of the PV application. These 

test procedures will yield definitive in formation on the 
characteristics ofbnfteries in PI'.~stems and they are 

siill under develnpinent. 
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Test equipment required 
The intention is to make these procedures simple 
enough to be pcriormed with basic power supply and 
relay control components or sophisticated batlev test 
equipment. When a system designer is forced to use 
an unknown battery in place of a tested battery, these 
procedures can then be performed in a modest lab. lf 

the unknown battery is inferior, then appropriate steps 
can be taken. 

drtp.MhJurg. 

Figure 3 shows three basic conf@rations for 
equipment. Method One uses a sophisticated battery 
tester that allows programming of chargddischarge 
profiles, etc. Method Two uses the same equipment 

but inserts an actual charge controller between the 
battery and chargddischarge source. This allows the 

investigator to match a charge controller to the battery 
based on the design parameters used. Method Three 
shows basic power supply and relay control. 

Initialization of Battery 
The battery under test will be prepared under the 
guidelines in Table I. This will be a single charge. 
which duplicates how the batteries may be put into 
service in actual PV systems. The investigator is 

Figure 3, Possihlc test configurations 

encouraged to check battery manufacturer’s literature 
for proper initial charge recommendations. There may 
be times when battery manufacturer’s data on initial 
charging may not be available. This simple procedure 
for initialization may be performed in the field and 
will ensure adequate preparation of the battery. 

Capacity Tests 
Initial capacity will be determined by performing the 
procedures shown in Figure 7. This capacity test is at 
the manufacture’s 20-hour rate to 1.75 volts per cell. 
If other discharge rates are used (Le., Vr test) the 
manufacturer should be consulted for the appropriate 
cutoff voltage. If the manufacturer’s cutoff voltage 
data is unavailable 1.75 volts per cell nil1 be used 

Another capacity test will be performed prior to the Vr 
set-points tests, at the rate identical to the discharge 
rate used in the Vr setpoint tests. This is to allow 
comparison of the actual operating capacity after 20 
cycles because various chargddischarge rates and 
charge controller operation may vary performance 
dramatically. This battery voltage Vs Ah curve 
(Figure 5 )  will also be useful in determining available 
capacity during the cycle life test. 

Method Two, Test ConfIguration with a PV charge controller included 

chvosldlwhww un(( 

Method Three, Test Conflguration with a PV charge controller 
uslng basic components 

W 
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Type Voltage Voltage Duration of 

limit, limit, constant voltage 
nominal regulation or 

VpC 611 2v charge period 
wet. lead-antimonv 2.55 7.65A5.3 3 hours 

VRLA. AGM calcium 

VRLA. AGM antimony/calcium 

VRLA. Gel. calciirm 

wet. lead-calcium 1 2.66 I 7.98/16.0 I 3 hours 

wet. lead-antimony/calcium I 2.58 I 7.74h5.5 I 3 hours 

2.37 7.1 144.2 10 hours 

2.35 7.OW4.1 10 hours 

2.40 7.2W14.4 10 hours 

10% 

20% 

Operating Parameter Defermination and Cycie 
Profile (proposed) 
Putting the battety into a cyclic profile similar to a PV 
application is the main point of this entire effort. 
Determining the test paranieters to use is critical. The 
daily solar cycle is set at 4 hours for discharging, a 112 
hour rest, 5 hours of charging, and a 1/2 hour rest. 
This simulates a reasonable approximation of the 
average solar day in peak charging hours (the value 
used by system designers) and allows two-plus cycles 
per day. 

1.25:1 1 S O :  1 

1.2S:l 1.50:l 

Charge Ah-to-load Ah rntio (CL) is the potential 
charging ampere hours available (Ah) with respect 10 

the load Ah. In a PV system Uiis would be referred to 

as the PV array:load ratio. Variance in the C:L ratio 

will have a significant effect how well the battery is 

charged but needs to be maintained wilhin realistic 

economic restraints of traditional PV system design 
parameters. The operational parameters for the test 
are based on using the battery capacity and DOD while 
calculating evetyhing else from those values. This 

allows flexibility to adjust lo tlie investigator’s needs. 

Table 2 is provided as a default set of parameters that 
are adviscd if you have no other specific requirements. 
A charge rate greatcr than C/15 will not generally be 
found in stand-alone PV systems. Unless there is a 
specific need lo investigate charging at rates greater 
than this, it  is not advised to exceed CAS. Changing 

the charge current or load will affect the C:L Ratio. 

For example, when testing a 100-Ah battery for 20% 
dcpth-ofdischarge @OD). tlie load, or daily depth of 
discharge (DDOD). equals 20 Ah. If the C:L = 1.20: 1 
(e 20% overcharge available), then the charge Ah = 
24 Ah. Since the charge period = 5 hours. then charge 
current will be 249  = 4.8 ampcres. 

Table 2, Default Charge Rate & DOD Test 
Parameters (proposed recommendation) 

I DOD I Chargehad Ratio 1 

Determine 

1. Battery size in Ah using manufacturer’s 
nominal 20-hr rate. 

2. C:L Ratio. This is how much overcharge that 
will be available with respect to the discharge. 

3. Daily depth of discharge in Ah. 
4. Calculate discharge current by dividing the 

DOD by 4 (discharge period is 4 hours). 
5.  Calculate the Ah returned (Ahr), or Ah 

available for recharge, by multiplying the DOD 

in Ah by the C:L ratio. 
6. Calculate the recharge current by dividing the 

Ahr by 5 (recharge period is 5 hours). 

Example I ,  105 Ah battery, 10% 000, 1.259 C:L 
mtio 
I .  
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

6 

Battery rated at 105 Ah for 20 hr rate. 
Using a 1.25: 1 C:L ratio, we will need 25% Ah in 
excess of the load Ah available for recharge. 
For this example use 10% DOD. 
10% of 10SAh = 10.5 Ah load, 10.5 Ah divided 
by 4 = 2.6 ampere discharge rate. 
10.5 Ah multiplied by 125Ye13.2 Ahr. 
13.2 Ahr/5 = 2.64 amperes for charging current. 
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f i m p l e  2, 105 Ah battely, 20% DOD, I.S:I-C:L 
ratio: 
1. Battery rated at 105 Ah for 20 hr rate. 
2. Using a 1.50: I C:L ratio. we will need 50% Ah in 

excess of the load Ah available for recharge. 

3. For this example use 20% depth-ofdischarge. 
4. 20% of 105Ah = 21 Ah load, 21 Ah divided by 4 

= 5.2 ampere discharge rate. 
5. 21Ah multiplied by 1.50%=31.5 Ahr. 
6. 3 1.5 AhrlS = 6.3 amperes for charging current. 

Voltage Regulation Setpoint Determination 
The Vr setpoint needs to be determined prior lo 
initiating the cycle life test. Figure 8 shows the 

process by flowhart. By performing this test prior to 
the cycle life test, the investigator increases the 

chances of achieving a long cycle life on the first 
effort. This procedure requires the investigator to 

establish what parameters and charge controller 
algorithm they want io investigate. By entering into 

the solar day chargddischarge cycIe for evahation of 
the set-points. adjustments (Vr) can be made to dcliver 
the appropriate level of overcharge required to 
maintain acceptable battery capcity and water loss 
parameiers. The final dccision for what the regulation 
setpoint should be in normal cycle use is based on: 
acceptable water losdmaintenance interval, available 
capacity, and percentage of overcharge delivered on 
each cycle. 

Selection of the starting Vr setpoint can be taken froin 
the manufacturer's suggestion's. PV system 
experience, or from Table 3, the Default initial Vr set- 
points. The values in Tablc 3 are close to the optimum 
Vr set-points given a C/25 charge rate and 20Y0 DOD. 

To predict maintenance. the amount of overcharging 
needs to be tempered with the need for gassing, 
maintenance of available capacity, and what that 

operating state-ofcharge will do to cycle life and 
maiiitenance intervals. 

Cycle Life Determination 
Determining an appropriate cycle life test profile is 
difficult, as PV systems will experience a variety of 
conditions. The profile here is an effort to establish a 
relatively easy profile while still maintaining the' 
characteristics expcrienced in PV systems. Figure 9 
shows the test process as it is presently defined 
(subject to change). This test will be used to 
dctermine battery cycle life as well as the ability of the 
Vr set-point's capability to perforni as eqxcted. New 
batteries are required for this test. Batteries put 
through the previous procedures are not recommended 
to be used as the amount of cycling and abuse given 
them may affcct the results. The procedure for 
determining cycle life in the PV applicalion is 
deterniined with a 360 cycle profile that is infnilcly 
rcpeatable. 

7 

When enough set-points have been examined to make 
a decision which meets your charging goals a choice 
can be made as to which setpoint is appropriate for the 
intended operation. The capacity data at the end of 
each setpoint test may not be absolute but will be 
relative to the other set-points tested. 

Basis for deciding on appropriate Vr setpoint 

e Percent ofovercharge each cycle 

0 Predicted wafer losdmaintenance interval 

e Available cupacip measured 
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This test will cycle the 

batteries in a scenario 
that resembles the daily 
chargddischarge cycles 
of a PV system and 
determine the cycle life 
characteristics of the 
battery. The basic test 
(Fig. 4) will include 
shon periods of dcficit 

discharged >Ahr) at 
specific intervals, 
allowing the system to 
recover with the 
available resources. 
This will imitate 

seasonal variations in 
solar resource. This is 
indicalive of how a PV 
system will experience a 
week of poor weather 
and then be allowed to 

charging (Ah 

Figure 4, Cycle life test profile 

I 
sbc at daily depth d dircharga I deep cycle (m W D  m y  vmy) 

...... ....................... * ......... ..................- ......... .. .................................................*........ 

....................................................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................................................... 

recover from its own 
charging source. A capacity test is introduced 
periodicaily in each cyclic period between deep cycles 
to determine actual operating capacity available in the 
battery. End of life will be characterized by the 
inability to deliver 50% of the operating capacity 
rating during normal cycling. The same cutoff voltage 
for initial capacity test will be used for the 
intermediate capacity test. 

If tlie investigator desires to esiablish cycle life 
predictions at other dcpth-ofdischarges, charge rates, 
charging set-points, charge algorithms, or 
temperatures. the test parameters may be modified to 

examine the effects of these variations. Temperature 

is not varied in these tests, and all tests are to be 
performed at a nominal 25°C +\-3°C ambient 
temperature. Stabilized temperature baths are 
suggested but not required. 

Summary 
The PV application exerls demands on the battery that 
are unique. The test procedures as they are prescntly 
defined have bcen successful in developing capacity 
and voltage regulation parameters for several batteries. 
Thcse are newly developed batteries and others are 
older batteries, new lo the PV application. 

These test procedures are an effort to provide a simple 
approximation that closely resembles the demands of a 

PV system. Having these procedures defined and 
repeatable will allow more fair competition for battery 
products in the US. and in foreign countries. Many 

times PV systems designers are forced to use foreign 
made or batteries of unknown quality in PV systems, 
as there is no documented way to compare the rating 
used in specifying the batteries. These test procedures 
should help in resolving that problem and provide the 
PV system designer, as well as the PV system 
customer, a more reliable and effective photovoltaic 
system. 

At present, these test procedures are k i n g  devqloped 
with the cooperation from various areas of interest in 
the PV application. Input from multiple areas is 
intended to ensure that the test procedures produced 
will be acceptable to all parties involved so they will 
be simple to perform and useful to the PV industry. 
These procedures will provide PV system designers 
and consumers the information needed to make battery 
selection based on comparing specifications that are 

well documented and relevant to the application. 

Test devclopment is proceeding at Sandia National 
Laboratories and the Florida Solar EnergV Center and 
it is expected that the procedures will be published in 
an internationally recognized forum whcn completed. 

8 
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Figure 7, Initial Capacity Flowchart 
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Figure 8 cont., Voltage Regulation Evaluation Flowchart 

m 
Figure 9, Cycle Life Test Flowchart 
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